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Foreign Currency Market 

 

  

Ruble strengthening could remain fragile.  The USD/RUB and EUR/RUB pairs managed 

to stretch, respectively, to 74.0 (-0.4% wow) and to 87.5 (-1.0% wow). Despite a sharp 

decline in Brent oil prices (-2.7% wow) amid the protracted OPEC+ negotiations, the ruble 

gained from the FX flows by the exporters ahead of tax dates. 

Going further, appreciation of the RUB could be challenged by lack of drivers, with limited 

impact from the residual dividend season (usually acts as supportive ahead of divined 

distribution) and the looming risk-off mode due to the pandemic. More than that, the oil 

price fell off a cliff poste the adoption of the final OPEC+ verdict: the Brent barrel 

nosedived below $70 on a signal of improved supply 2022 targets for the core OPEC+ 

members. Consequently, the USD/RUB will likely lock in a range 74.0-75.0 even ignoring 

rising comfort about ‘aggressive’ hike by the CBR. 

In global FX space, inflation data in the US excited the markets: the CPI rate soared to 

5.4% yoy in June (above the consensus of 4.9% yoy). The Fed’s Governor J.Powell rushed 

to reiterate the ‘transitory inflation’ mantra and pushed some deleveraging of ‘reflation’ 

trades in favor of the greenback. Nonetheless, market will be watching for a balance of 

dovish arguments between the Fed and the ECB: the latter will meet on 22 July and 

formalize the updated monetary policy framework. Under this framework, overhang of 

the euro liquidity might persist longer and pull the EUR/USD back into the range 1.1750-

1.1800. 

 
Fixed Income 

 

  

The OFZ market discovered inner peace last week, with very few highlights across 

the curve. Papers maturing in under 1 year (+10bp/+16bp in yield on the week) kept 

getting ready for a hawkish outcome of the CBR MPC meeting on 23 July. Meanwhile, the 

maturity bracket between 2 and 5 years (-2bp/-7bp) was supported, possibly, by 

preparations of domestic accounts to reinvest funds from maturity of the 26217 bond 

series (RUB 290bn) in the middle of August. All other bonds stood still.  

Looking at the 26209 07/22 bond with ytm 6.60%, we could assert the OFZ market is 

comfortably positioned for a 6.5% key rate in the short-term. For the meeting on 23 July, 

it implies investors won’t be taken aback by a 75bp rate hike and a mildly hawkish 

guidance – or by a 100bp rate hike and a more balanced CBR stance. Importantly, the 

slope of the curve stays positive which, among other things, signifies no strong conviction 

that the CBR rate hikes of 2021 would be reversed in the near future. 

For the days ahead, there’s no stronger driver for the OFZ market  than the outcome of the 

CBR policy meeting and revision of macro forecasts by the regulator. Activity on the 

primary OFZ market is, for now, very slow, as the Finance Ministry keeps placing a very 

modest amount of new fixed-rate bonds (RUB 14.2bn last Wednesday) at a reasonable 

yield premium above off-the-run benchmarks (17bp). 

Main Indicators Russian Weekly 

 
 

 Last 1wk ytd 

USD/RUB 74.1 -0.6% -0.2% 
EUR/RUB 87.4 -1.0% -3.6% 
EUR/USD 1.181 -0.6% -3.4% 

DXY 92.7 0.6% 3.1% 
Brent, $/bbl 73.6 -2.6% 42.1% 

Gold, $/t oz 1 812 0.2% -4.3% 
 

 
EM currencies last week * 
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 Last 1wk ytd 

$ UST'10, % 1.29 -0.07 0.38 
€ BUND'10, % -0.35 -0.06 0.22 

$ Russia'29, % 2.49 -0.04 0.36 

OFZ 5y (26229), % 7.01 -0.04 1.49 

OFZ 10y (26228), % 7.22 0.01 1.17 
OFZ 15y (26225), % 7.25 0.02 0.81 

 

 
Russian local sovereign bonds last week 
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Russian Weekly 
 

Money Market 
 

  

The overnight funding rallied on fears of a massive hike by the CBR. Amidst of hawkish 

calls on the CBR meeting on 23 July, banks adopted a trivial strategy that caused a plunge 

in structural liquidity surplus below RUB 1.0tn (RUB 835bn today in the morning) and 

pushed nostro accounts to almost RUB 4.0tn (RUB 3.6tn in July averaging period). With 

major tax dates looming on 26 and 28 July and a key rate hike expected on Friday banks 

likely prefer enhancing liquidity buffers by calling back some cash deposited from the 

CBR (amount of weekly deposits decreased to RUB 0.7tn) and paying some premium for 

overnight funding. The Ruonia latest print was at 5.71% (+21bp versus the key rate). Such 

approach was used to smooth potential funding gaps, which could emerge at the end of 

averaging period (on 10 August). 

The more we move into 2H21, the more interesting MinFin’s deposit auctions are 

becoming. There was an inaugural 182-days deposit (RUB 20bn) with maturity in 2022. 

Despite a moderate demand (RUB 107bn), it demonstrated intensive price competition 

with only one participant (out of 7) winning the final bill at 0.62bp above the o/n Ruonia. 

Given so high term premium (which is neutral to the key rate outlook), one could suggest 

that the banking sector is structurally short of 3-6 months funding. Against this backdrop, 

the 3m Mosprime rate (6.76% annual rate, biased by hawkish views on the CBR) will likely 

preserve a decent premium (40-60bp) above the key rate unless the MinFin starts rolling 

some more funds into 2022 during the fall season.  

 
Macroeconomics 

 

  

The scenario for the CBR meeting on 23 July was updated in a last minute call.  We 

upgraded our projection for the CBR meeting this week from a 50bp to a 75bp hike (to 

6.25%) against a shift of the year-end CPI rate in 2021 from 5.0% yoy to 5.5% yoy amidst 

of recent inflation surprise in June. Still, there is some room for a ‘moon walk’ of inflation 

in the range 6.4-6.8% yoy during June-September, so careful acceleration of tightening 

speed is justified (with residual hikes in mind for September meeting). Th e only question 

left – why not to do a hike by 100bp and take a passenger seat? 

We see a loss of flexibility and transparency of monetary policy at 100bp. A choice of a 

guidance and communication will complicate understanding of medium term policy in 

Russia. Some CBR experts recommended considering a short-term neutral range above 

5-6% (in nominal terms) which might imply reconstruction of the previous 6-7% range (in 

nominal terms). The key rate swaps, actually, priced a 150bp hike through the end of 2021 

also seeing limited capacity to correct the range over the next 5 years.  This might be 

premature if inflation proves ‘transitory’ and holds back domestic economic activity from 

2H21. In addition, a 100bp hike could be suggested as an act of discretion as long 

underlying inflation drivers did not worsen that much from the recent hike by 50bp in 

June. The mentioned CBR experts also highlighted that monthly price gauges based on 

filtering techniques (exclusion of seasonality, exclusion of the most volatile outliers) 

demonstrated stabilization or even gradual retreat. Consequently, a doubling of 

tightening speed from a 50bp hike in June might look a misleading in terms of clarifying 

the policy response function of the CBR. 

Rosbank Research Team, research@rosbank.ru 

  

 
 

 Last 1wk ytd 

Ruonia o/n % (1-day lag) 5.60 0.24 1.33 

USD/RUB swap o/n, % 5.49 -0.01 0.75 
₽ Mosprime'3m, % 6.78 0.13 1.86 

$ Libor'3m,% 0.13 0.02 -0.10 

USD/RUB Xccy 1y, % 6.70 -0.03 2.47 
USD/RUB basis 1y, bp -103 -4 -21 

 

 
MinFin started rolling deposits into 2022 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Indicator * Last Prior 
 

Markit PMI Mfg Jun 49.2 May 51.9 

Markit PMI Services Jun 56.5 May 57.5 

Car Sales, % yoy Jun 28.7 May 133 

CPI, % yoy Jun 6.5 May 6.0 

CBR Reserves, $bn Jun 592 May 605 

Trade Balance, $bn May 10.2 Apr 10.6 

Budget Balance, ytd ₽tn Jun 0.6 May 0.3 

Ind. production, % yoy May 11.8 Apr 7.6 

Retail Sales, % yoy May 27.2 Apr 35.1 

Unemployment Rate, % May 4.9 Apr 5.2 

Real Wages, % yoy Apr 7.8 Mar 1.8 

GDP, % yoy 1Q21 -1.0 4Q20 -1.8 

CA Balance, $bn 1Q21 16.8 4Q20 23.2 

 

 

Outlook 

 
 

Indicator 3Q21 4Q21 1Q22 

Brent, $/bbl 65.0 62.5 60.0 

USD/RUB 73.0 72.0 72.0 

EUR/RUB 91.3 91.4 90.0 

GDP, % yoy 2.7 2.2 4.0 

CPI, % yoy 6.2 5.5 4.5 

Key rate, % 6.25 6.25 6.25 

OFZ 10y, % 7.30 7.10 7.00 
 

 * recent updates highlighted with red  
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Date Event Forecast Expected impact 

23 July CBR to decide on the key rate SG: +75bp, CNS: +100bp A balanced hike (75bp, mildly hawkish 
guidance) might provide with more positive 

impact than a 100bp hike and neutral guidance 
as long as 2-3y rates are pricing up to 150bp 

through the year-end. 

 

Café et Croissant Markets and economics 

Weekly – Jul 12 ( eng ) 

Weekly – Jul 05 ( eng ) 

Weekly – Jun 28 ( eng ) 

 

Russian macro update – 4Q’20 ( eng ) 

OFZ Auction Alert – July 14 ( eng ) 

Russian forecasts update – July’21 ( eng ) 
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